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Since prehistoric times,
human beings have felt the
urge to leave a mark on their
surroundings. The reasons
behind this have varied over
time. In this book, besides
fundamental concepts, great
artists and visual art styles,
you will find strange things.

Art is constantly changing,
and its definition remains
open. Whatever art provokes
in us remains the only
constant. Art excites us, art
teaches us, art inspires us
and makes us question
things.
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master's degree in Book Publishing, and a master's degree in Children's and Youth
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the Amster Coré Award, selected in the White Ravens catalogue, in the
Bratislava Illustration Biennial and in the Ibby Honor List.



Key Points

✓Close language and 
investigative rigor

✓Various reading entries: 
glossary, descriptions, 
timeline and famous 
phrases, among others

✓Basic concepts around 
visual art linked to the 
world of images that 
surround young people

✓ It allows a consultative 
and fragmentary reading

✓Bright illustrations that 
show an original style

✓Questions for the reader 
to build their own ideas 
and reflections on visual 
art
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Art excites us, art teaches us, 

art inspires us and makes us 

question things

AMSTER-CORE Award for Best 
Editorial Design and Illustration in 
Chile to Ángeles Vargas , 2013

Ángeles Vargas selected in the White 
Ravens catalogue for her book 
“Fiesta”, 2020


